An Email about My Town Writing Exercise

A Correct the mistakes.

1 I'm live in Valencia.
6 There are much mountains.
2 I going to describe my town.
7 There are squares ancient in the town.
3 My town have got a million inhabitants.
8 My city has got a very shops.
4 It has a river it called The Seine.
9 Too, there are other things.
5 The river is a very clean.
10 I sending you a photo of my town.

B Fill the gaps using the words in the box.

Also      city     fantastic     Thank
because   east     part     very
buildings  eat     soon     water

Dear Samantha,

........................................ you for your email about your town. I live in Valencia in the ..................................... of Spain. Valencia has everything! In the old part of the ........................., there are a lot of restaurants and beautiful ...................... with a castle called Las Torres de Serrano. There is a river in front of the castle. It’s strange ...................... there isn’t any ...................... in the river. It’s a park! In the park you can visit the City of Arts and Sciences. It’s .........................! It’s got a 3D cinema and a ...................... big aquarium. ........................., Valencia has a port and a beach where you can ...................... paella. In the modern ......................... of the city there are a lot of fantastic shops.
Please reply .........................
Bye, Jorge.

C Now write an email about your town.

..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
ANSWERS

A

1  I'm live in Valencia.
   I live in Valencia.
2  I going to describe my town.
   I'm going to describe my town.
3  My town have got a million inhabitants.
   My town has got a million inhabitants.
4  It has a river it called The Seine.
   It has a river called The Seine.
5  The river is a very clean.
   The river is very clean.
6  There are much mountains.
   There are a lot of mountains.
7  There are squares ancient in the town.
   There are very old squares in the town.
8  My city has got a very shops.
   My city has got a lot of shops.
9  Too, there are other things.
   There are other things too.
10 I sending you a photo of my town.
    I'm sending you a photo of my town.

B

Dear Samantha,

Thank you for your email about your town. I live in Valencia in the east of Spain. Valencia has everything! In the old part of the city, there are a lot of restaurants and beautiful buildings with a castle called Las Torres de Serrano. There is a river in front of the castle. It's strange because there isn’t any water in the river. It’s a park! In the park you can visit the City of Arts and Sciences. It’s fantastic! It’s got a 3D cinema and a very big aquarium. Also, Valencia has a port and a beach where you can eat paella. In the modern part of the city there are a lot of fantastic shops.

Please reply soon.

Bye, Jorge.